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Key ideas

● Evolution of user preferences over time



Key ideas

● Use a time invariant summary of the evolution patterns of the user preferences.

● Rij = (Bi Uit)
T Vjt for prediction of ratings of next time window

● Let this summary be Bi - a transition hyper matrix



Key ideas



Key ideas - Temporal PMF 



Key ideas - Fully Bayesian TMF

Use MCMC sampling techniques like 

Gibbs sampling to optimize the 

parameters.



Weak Points

● Not sensitive enough to short term dynamics (needs large time windows). Limitation of Bi 

● TMF and BTMF improvements over timeSVD on dataset are more negligible than what the 

authors state.

● Discrete set of windows (S=10) used regardless of the dataset. Learning this as a 

hyperparameter could be more useful.



Who, What, When, and Where: Multi-Dimensional 
Collaborative Recommendations Using Tensor Factorization 
on Sparse User-Generated Data (Bhargava et al., 2015)

Data: Flickr, yelp, viator, foursquare

Target: recommend location, activities and time

Difficulties: these tensors can be extremely sparse

Method: tensor factorization on sparse user-generated data



Data



Data Processing- location hashing
(latitude, longitude) => 64-bit Integer

Where r is the size of grid.

 r too large,  recommend is not helpful.

r too small, maybe no place in the grid to recommend

r : (300m, 500m, 700m, 1000m)



Data Processing- time hashing
Week -> weekday / weekend

Day -> morning(6:00 - 12:00) / afternoon(12:00 - 18:00) / evening(18:00 - 0:00) / night ( 0:00 - 6:00)

Month -> 01/ 02/ .../ 12

In total, there are 96  time slots.



Data Processing- activity hashing
photo content -> activity

photo conten -> search results with web query 
search results -> (entities, topic of document, social tags) with 
OpenCalais6
Semantic Relatedness (SR) scores between
each activity and each feature extracted from the web content
SR is a metric for determining the similarity of two documents
or phrases based on their semantic meaning.
SR -> (0, 1)
If not labels, we use nearest neighbor method to get the label.



Data Dimension
User: 573 users in SF, 1850 users in Chicargo
Activity: 120
Time: 96
Location: depends on the grid size.



Tensors and matrices
Tensor X(user * location * activity * time)
each cell is rating but we do not have rating, we use the frequency to visit.
99.99% sparse.
Matrix LA( location * activity)
We use Foursquare database to know what kind activity happens for each location.
For location i, we can count the numbers of activity j and to normalize it.
Matrix LV( location * Venue)
We use Foursquare database to know what kind venue in the given location.
For location i, we can count the numbers of venue j and to normalize it.
For example, we usually eat meal in restaurant and study in the library, if there are many restaurants in the location, we 
probably infer the people in the location would eat the meal.
Matrix LL( location * location)
We employ LV matrix to compute similarity between two locations.
Matrix AA( activity * activity)
We employ Semantic Relatedness (SR) matrix to compute similarity between two locations.



Objective formula
The tensor is factorized using a CP model while the matrices are factorized using matrix factorization.
F = F1 + F2 + F3 + F4 + F5 + F6
F1: The weighted least squares error term for the decomposition of the 4 dimensional tensor X into the 
factor matrices
W is a weight tensor and indicates the missing entries in X such that:

F2 - The least squares error term for the decomposition of the
2-dimensional matrix Y
F3 - The least squares error term for the decomposition of the
2-dimensional symmetric matrix S
F4- The least squares error term for the decomposition of the
2-dimensional symmetric matrix Z
F5 - Regularization term for temporal smoothing.
F6 - Regularization term to avoid overfitting.
λ1 - λ5 are model parameters.



Gradient descent based algorithm



Gradient descent based algorithm
We implemented it in MATLAB using
the Tensor Toolbox.

The individual components (U, L, A, T) are initialized using
the n-mode singular vectors of X which span the subspace of the
mode-n fibers 
i.e. the left singular vectors of the n-mode matricization of X.

we first compute the step length using 
the More-Thuente line-search method



Extending to N > 4 Dimensions
We note that while we have focused on N=4 dimensions for concreteness,

We can extend the model to accommodate additional dimensions,
without loss of generality, by performing data engineering
and modifying the objective function. 

For instance, if we add another contextual dimension such as users’ purchases, 
we can supplement the sparse tensors and matrices with (User * Purchases) or
(Location * Purchases) matrix obtained from another data source.



Result
Collaborative Filtering
User-User Collaborative Filtering baseline (UCF)
This baseline uses the user-user similarity information to fill in the
missing entries of the sparse tensor X.
each user * location matrix with respect to each activity and each time slot
each user * activity matrix with respect to each location and each time slot
each user * time matrix with respect to each location and each each activity
We matricize these tensor to matrix.

We then use Pearson correlation coefficient between the vectors in the matrix
to compute pairwise user similarity information. 
For each user, we compute the weighted average of the top N 
similar users to predict the missing values.
Location-Location Collaborative Filtering baseline (LCF)
Activity-Activity Collaborative Filtering baseline (ACF)
Time-Time Collaborative Filtering baseline (TCF)



Result
model based
standard CP decomposition
We can use our model and set λ1 - λ4 = 0 to 
get the standard CP decomposition



Result
Algorithmic based
Higher Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD)
It takes the 4 dimensional tensor as input.
It uses the 4 dimensional User * Location * Activity * Time tensor X 
along each of the 4 modes to get the matrices X(1), X(2), X(3) and X(4). 
It uses SVD to decompose them.

Alternating Least Squares (ALS)
the objective function is a standard CP formulation 
and the idea is to solve for each factor matrix,  
leaving all other factors fixed.



Q & A
Thank you for listening!



TribeFlow: Mining and Predicting User Trajectories
(Figueiredo et al., 2016)

Rajiv Pasricha



Motivation

Goal: Predict user trajectories



Motivation

Model multiple users on the same account



Challenges in Modeling User Behavior



Challenge 1: Account for Stationarity
● Stationarity: No dependence on wall clock time
● Most observed user trajectories are not stationary
● TribeFlow models user trajectories as a sequence of stationary processes

Process 1 Process 2

Time



Challenge 2: Time-Heterogeneity
● Tastes can evolve on a longer-term scale as users gain and lose interests
● Non-temporal algorithms assume user preferences remain constant over time
● TribeFlow models behavior as a sequence of time-homogeneous processes

Comedy DramaKids



Challenge 3: Transient Behavior
● Users may interact with new items or never repeat an interaction.
● TribeFlow: Assume each individual sequence is ergodic (tending to average 

behavior over time)



TribeFlow Model



Baseline Models
● Matrix Decompositions (MF, SVD)

○ Assumes time-homogeneity and recurring behavior

● Tensor decompositions with a time mode
○ Cannot recover all aspects of behavior from stationary processes

● Hidden Markov Models
○ Models a single type of trajectory (Markov)
○ Does not learn well from other types of trajectories (e.g. longer-term dependencies)



Baseline Models
● Latent Markov Embedding (LME) (Chen et al., 2013)

○ Treat sequences as Markov Chains in a latent space

● Multi-core Latent Markov Embedding (Moore et al., 2013)

○ Embedding locations can vary over time

● PRLME - Personalized Ranking LME (Feng et al., 2015)

○ Train embeddings using BPR and add additional personalization (e.g. user embeddings)

● Factorized Personalized Markov Chains (FPMC) (Rendle et al., 2010)

○ Combination of MF and MC models, factorize (user x item x item) cube

Baselines did not complete on full datasets within 10 days



TribeFlow Model
● Overall model: Random Walks over Random Environments

○ Each environment corresponds to a specific “type” of interaction
● Model-constrained dynamics of user behavior
● Network Navigation Process + Nonparametric Bayesian Model

○ Few parameters and no domain knowledge required



TribeFlow Model Details
● Environment = Graph + Navigation process on Graph

● Dirichlet process models user preference over environment
○ Semi-Markov chain within environment chosen to be stationary, time-homogeneous, and ergodic

● Random surfer jump: Changes node and environment according to user 
preferences



Learning the Model
● Gibbs Sampling + Expectation Maximization

○ Stochastic Gradient Descent for fast convergence

● Split and Merge Heuristic to learn Dirichlet Process
● Heuristic for learning trajectories over fixed-size renewal points

○ Predetermine number of steps B per environment

● Future Predictions: Choose item that maximizes likelihood:



Results



Data
● Music streaming services (LastFM)
● Location-based social networks (FourSquare, BrightKite)
● “Amazon-type” datasets (product browsing behavior) (YooChoose)
● Playlist Generation (Yes)



Results - Full Dataset
● State-of-the-art methods cannot finish in 10 days



Results - Small Dataset
● Reducing dataset size so other methods finish
● TribeFlow is faster and more accurate



Analysis



Questions?



Time Weight Collaborative Filtering 
Yi Ding et. al. (2005)

Presenter: Sudhanshu Bahety



Motivation
●  Ratings at different time weighted equally

●  Time   Rating Importance

●  Each user’s interest varies

●  Interests also varies with genre of items. E.g: Food, Clothing

●                   Rate of Interest = f (user, item category, time)



Approach
●  

● Item Based Collaborative Filtering

● Cosine Similarity 

● Pearson Correlation

● Conditional Probability



Approach (contd…)
● Preference Prediction 

● Preference Prediction (Using Time Function)

● Time function - Monotonic

● Tried other functions



Learning Parameters
● Cluster items based on their ratings

●       for each user each cluster

● Leave-one-out approach
○ Take all data except 1 in training set
○ Predict the rating value for the data in the test set
○ Repeat procedure for all the data points and calculate MAE
○ Take           to satisfy

Rate of Interest = f (user, similar items, time)



Overview



Results



Results



Questions?



Optimizing the Recency-Relevancy 
Trade-off in Online News 

Recommendations
Chakraborty et. al.

Presentation by: Siddharth Dinesh
October 18, 2017



Motivation
● NYTimes updates its website once every 15 minutes
● Twitter and Facebook update their trending stories once every 5 minutes

Need for automated methods for recommending front-page news articles

● Address the task of global recommendations
● Non-personalized
● Recommendation only based on popularity measures -- No content based 

measures

Scope



Existing Techniques
1. Recent-Impact based recommendation:

a. Recommend k most popular stories in the last time period
b. Used by NY Times

2. Rising-Impact based recommendation:
a. Recommend k fastest growing stories in the last time period in terms of popularity
b. Used by Twitter

Doesn’t optimize recency and relevancy

RESEARCH GOAL: Improve news recommendation by optimizing 
recency-relevancy tradeoff.



Existing Techniques
1. Recent-Impact based recommendation:

a. Recommend k most popular stories in the last time period
b. Used by NY Times

2. Rising-Impact based recommendation:
a. Recommend k fastest growing stories in the last time period in terms of popularity
b. Used by Twitter

Doesn’t optimize recency and relevancy

3. Future-Impact based recommendation



Datasets
1. Yahoo! News Dataset

a. 15 days
b. 652 anonymized news stories
c. Click data for 28 million user visits

2. CLEF NewsREEL Dataset:
a. 2 months
b. 250k news stories

3. NYTimes Dataset:
a. Scraped from NY Times Twitter accounts
b. Popularity measured by tweets + retweets + replies about article
c. 2 months
d. 11,629 news stories
e. 1 million interactions



Contribution I: Understanding R-R tradeoff



● Desired properties of metric:
○ Recency
○ Relevancy

● Assume presence of an oracle and recommend in order of highest 
future-impact

● Future-impact = Area under popularity curve beyond t’

Contribution II: Future-Impact Metric



Contribution III(a) : Implementing Future-Impact
● Replace Oracle with Predictions of future impact of article

○ OLS
○ Gradient Tree Boosting

● Features: incremental popularity over time periods from birth to time t



Contribution III(b): Dealing with uncertainty
● Problems with Proposed Predictors:

○ Might pick news stories with high mean predicted future impact but also high variance in 
predicted future impact

● Solution?
○ Use an interval estimate instead of point estimate of future impact for OLS and Quantile Loss 

function for GTB
○ Predict a 90% confidence interval of Future Impact for all news stories
○ Then: Minimize sum of variance of recommended stories
○ While:

■ Recommending k stories
■ keeping the predicted future impacts of the stories within 0.99 (hyperparam) of the 

theoretical maximum predicted future impact



What does it do?
1. Increases average age of recommended story marginally
2. Increases average lifetime impact
3. Increases future impact in some cases



Questions?
1. What about clickbait?
2. There is no account for the front page position bias
3. Using only the crowdsourced popularity measures
4. Need for variety on front page

Reddit seems like the perfect dataset to test such a model on



Personalized Itinerary Recommendation 
with Queueing Time Awareness

-Kwan Hui Lim, Jeffrey Chan, Shanika Karunasekara, Christopher Leckie

Presenter:
Rahul Dubey



Problem: Personalized Itinerary Recommendation
Challenges:

- Identifying set of popular attractions (POIs)
- Model user preferences and interest
- Organizing/sequencing POIs with constraints on start and end location
- Budget constraint such as available time
- Predicting visiting time, queueing time(wait time in queue) for a particular POI
- Generating itinerary in real-time(efficient computation)



Key ideas
- Using geo-tag photos to determine POI popularity, queue time, POI duration
- Modeling user interest using POI category
- Formulate a problem that maximizes popularity, user interest, and minimizes 

queueing time
- PersQ algorithm which modifies MCTS for personalized itinerary 

recommendation
- Interesting evaluation metrics such as: ratio of queue time to total cost, user 

interest,queue time to popularity, etc.



Data extraction
- Flickr API used to extract geo-tagged photo data for theme park in Australia
- Use geo-tagged photo to create data for each user of the form (a, t_arrival, 

t_depart)
- Use the timestamp to estimate queueing time
- Use wikipedia page/theme park website to crawl duration of the ride
- Use number of photos clicked by a user to estimate user’s interest towards 

the POI category
- Use number of visits to an attraction as the estimate of POI popularity



Problem formulation
QueueTourRec Problem: Goal is to plan an Itinerary I = (a1, a2, .. aN) that 
maximizes the following objective function:

Subject to constraints:

- Itinerary I should begin at a1 and end at 
aN

- No attraction should be visited twice
- Cost of following an itinerary should be 

less than user’s budget B

Cost of a visit sequence is defined as:
Total cost is sum of the above cost function for all attraction pairs in the Itinerary I.



Approach (Background: Monte Carlo Tree Search)
- Objective: Perform tree search to find optimal sequence of states that 

maximizes some reward function
- Search algorithm:

- Selection
- Expansion
- Simulation
- Backpropagation

- Why MCTS for QueueTourRec?
- Avoid traversing entire search space
- Limit run time by limiting number of iterations of MCTS
- Can modify each step of search algorithm as needed
- Can control exploration vs exploitation



Approach (PersQ Algorithm)
- Input: Start state a1, End state aN, Budget (time available to the user to finish 

an itinerary)
- Output: Itinerary I: sequence of states - a1, a2, …, aN
- Run MCTS k times and keep all the itineraries. Return the itinerary with 

maximum reward
-
- Selection and expansion: Maximize the following at each step of MCTS



Interesting evaluation metrics and Baselines
- Evaluation Metrics

- Maximum Queue Time
- Queue to Cost ratio
- Queue to Popularity Ratio
- Popularity
- Interest

- Baselines
- Iterative Heuristic Approximation
- User based Collaborative Filtering for Itineraries
- Personalized Tour
- Tour recommendation with Interest Category
- Trip Builder



Results
- Performs better on each metric except Popularity and Interest on 2 datasets 

where Iterative Heuristic Approximation performs better
- IHA gives high weight to user’s interest and popularity of the POIs, hence it 

performs better on these metrics, but on the same dataset it has high 
queueing time (which is perhaps not ideal)

- IHA uses a very simple profit/cost metric where profit depends on the interest 
and popularity and cost depends on traveling time and duration of visiting a 
POI



Discussion
- Assumptions like relating number of photos with popularity and interest
- Cost includes duration of visit (is this always bad? Some POIs might be 

awesome but take a lot of time)
- What if taking pictures is not allowed, not convenient near a POI
- If everybody uses this system, is it possible that the system will generate 

similar itineraries for all and make POIs crowded and defeat the purpose of 
this system

- How to handle data sparsity, cold start?
- Modeling user’s preferences towards waiting time, duration, along with POI 

category might be helpful



User Session Identification Based on 
Strong Regularities in Inter-activity Time

(Halfaker et al., 2015)
Presented By: Sejal Shah



Motivation
★ User sessions commonly used as a behavioural measure of human 

interaction with user facing systems
★ Past work dismisses session identification based on inactivity threshold as 

arbitrary or 30 minutes is used most commonly as a threshold
★ Found strong regularities in the temporal rhythms in users’ edit activity in 

Wikipedia data



Session Identification
★ Activity session: A short period of contiguous time spent querying and 

examining results 
★ Activity theory concept: An activity is a goal directed or purposeful interaction 

of a subject with an object through use of tools
○ It is a collection of actions, which are composed of operations

★ Empirical modeling strategies: Pattern observed of burst of activity followed 
by long periods of inactivity, bimodal distribution of communication patterns

★ Navigation-oriented heuristics
○ Inferring browsing patterns based on HTTP referers and URLs associated to each request

★ Time-oriented heuristics 
○ Assignment of an inactivity threshold



Datasets
★ Wikipedia sites (app views, mobile views, desktop views)
★ AOL search
★ Cyclopath route, geowiki for cyclists to collaboratively build maps
★ MovieLens (rating and search)
★ StackOverflow (questions and answers)
★ OpenStreetMap
★ League of Legends

Treated for crawlers, automata, data imports



Fitting inter-activity times
★ Gather data of user initiated actions with time-stamps of at least seconds 

resolution, generate inter-activity times per user
★ A robust user identifier is necessary - in case of request logs, finger print 

based on request’s IP and user-agent
★ Plot histogram based on log scaled inter-activity time, look for evidence of a 

valley
★ Fit a two component gaussian mixture model using expectation maximization, 

visually inspect



Fitting inter-activity times

Two component gaussian mixture 
model using EM 

Expectation step

Maximization step

 



Simple bimodal fits



i. Trimodal clusters, fits with extended breaks; ii. high frequency activity clusters



Unusual fits: i. Inter-game clusters; ii. Low frequency clusters



Thresholds observed



Implications and future work
★ Approach will be robust to new datasets

○ Empirical observations of a natural valley in activity times
○ Holds constant across a range of systems and activity types

★ Intuitive methodology, however the claim of 1 hour inactivity might not hold 
always

★ Can be performed separately for segments of users based on their 
roles/frequency on the platform

★ Needs a better user identifier than IP and user-agent



Questions!



On the Temporal Dynamics of 
Opinion Spamming: Case Studies 
on Yelp (KC and Mukherjee, 2016)

Presented by: 
Aditi Ashutosh Mavalankar



Problem Statement

● Problem of opinion spam is widespread
● Temporal dynamics not studied yet
● Specific policies employed by spammers
● Time-series analysis on Yelp
● Temporal patterns
● Effect of filtered reviews on future rating and popularity



Opinion Spam

● Opinion spam refers to deliberate attempts to promote/demote target 
products/services.

● Upto 20% of online reviews could be fake.
● How does opinion spamming operate on a daily basis?
● Use truthful and fake reviews of popular restaurants in Chicago from Yelp



Yelp as a Dataset

● Amazon Mechanical Turk -> X
● Sting operations -> X
● Spammer confession -> X
● Filtering methods by Yelp -> ✓
● Use reviews filtered by Yelp



Dominant Spamming Policies

● 1-3 -> dislike, 4-5 -> like
● Promotion spamming observed
● Time series clustering using K-Spectral Centroid



Types of Spamming Policies



Time Series Causal Analysis Framework

● Analyze cross-correlation (CCF) at different time lags

● CCF at positive lag => X is a good predictor of Y
● +/- CCF values indicate changes in X and Y are in 

same/opposite directions



Buffered Spamming

● What if the restaurant’s popularity goes down?
○ Inject deceptive like-reviews when 

i. truthful average/like ratings ↓
ii. truthful dislike ratings ↑



Buffered Spamming - Trends



Reduced Spamming

● What if the restaurant maintains a decent popularity?
○ deceptive like rating ↓ when

i. Truthful average rating ↑
ii. Truthful dislike rating ↓



Reduced Spamming - Trends



Average CCF plot



Predicting Deceptive Rating

● Uses Vector Autoregression to predict deceptive like ratings

● Trained model for each restaurant at lags 1 and 2
● Predicted the next week’s deceptive like rating
● Training window width = 15, 30, 45 weeks



Predicting Deceptive Rating - Trends



Observations

● Lag = 2 performs better than lag = 1
● Early spamming - highest MAE, Late spamming - lowest MAE
● Predicting deceptive reviews in early spam more difficult than mid or late 

spamming
● Predicting buffered higher than reduced as reviews are injected via a counter 

buffer action making changes in cumulative deceptive like rates higher
● Deceptive reviews decrease in reduced spamming so easier to predict



Comparison of spamming policies



Predicting Truthful Popularity and Rating

● 4 feature categories in increments
○ NTF: Non-text features
○ OL: Opinion Lexicon of +/- words
○ NG: Word n-grams (n = 1, 2)
○ ASL: Restaurant domain specific Aspect/Sentiment Lexicon



Results for Popularity prediction



Results for Rating prediction



How reliable are Yelp’s filtered reviews?

● There should be statistically significant increase in MAE after adding filtered 
review



Predicting the Imminent Future

● Not using week/month as time unit
● Pooling multiple days - Mon/Tue, Wed/Thu, Fri/Sat/Sun
● Features selected based on high CCF values in time series
● Train VAR model with the time series of covariates and 2 response variables - 

popularity and rating



Imminent future - MAE



Validation of Yelp filter



Combining Time Series, Behavioral features 
and n-grams



THANK YOU!


